The Four Keys to LIGHT Initiation
Sacred Teachings Facilitated by Genii Townsend
Genii Townsend is author of The City of Light
Sedona and SOMETHING’S COMING!
Universal Cities of Light, Love and Healing!
She has been providing this sacred teaching
on The 4 Keys to Light for over 20 years.
The Teachings assist you in developing the
ability to consciously connect and remain
connected to your Supreme Light and the
higher Light Intelligences that are assisting
and guiding your lifestream. You will receive
and remember these ancient and most holy
teachings that will catapult you into mastery,
self empowered knowing, sacred trust and
responsibility.
In the first key, you will anchor The Word, the most powerful word of Creation to support your mission
in the planetary shift and the mastering of dualistic energies. The second key, Atonement is the
harmonic simplicity of tone to align all of your energetic bodies to the rhythms of the Universe.
In the third key, your guiding forces of Light will make themselves known as you learn to connect to,
transmit and use Divine Intelligence in your life's mission. The 4th key is considered the most
celebrated moment of your embodiment. The Light Linkage will greatly accelerate your ongoing
advancement, as an open channel of Love, into Oneness as any remaining separations are abolished
through the Power of Light.
We all must exercise the newly expanded awareness while remembering that our mission is to
embody self mastery on every level. With the assistance of The 4 Keys to Light, we deepen our
commitment and anchor our mission as Ambassadors of Light.

The 4 Keys to Light is facilitated by
Genii Townsend of Sedona, also known
as “The Genii”. She may be contacted
at (928) 284-5566 or at
thegeniiconnection@msn.com.
Genii

Tuition for The 4 Keys to Light is a suggested Love Offering of $200
(or whatever amount you feel it is worth to you).
The Light Center, PO Box 20072, Sedona, AZ 86351

For more information, visit http://www.4KeysToLight.com

The 4 Keys to Light
The old often repeated saying "When the student is ready, the teacher appears" and so it is with
this ancient teaching given in 4 sacred Keys for modern days usage. The power of the Genie is well
known in fables and this Genii is no exception as she brings forth long kept secrets of universal
wisdom to elevate and empower those who seek such an advanced leverage.
Since The 4 Keys to Light contain much power and light enhanced information and has, until this time
been given to only those who requested an unknown advanced education due to possible misuse of it
did they find that teacher with the Genie power readied to be transferred to a student who would take
care of it and it's use. Thus what could be said is it is one of God’s best kept secrets.
From the God self of the Genii comes the treasures she has held sacred. The students are
enlightened while receiving Light elevations during the sessions while learning of The 4 Keys
material. That includes each student learning of the personal Soul Guides that brought them to this
teaching. This is a program not to be missed with all it contains as planetary changes take place.

4 Keys to Light Testimonials:

”Are you ready to take the next step in your spiritual journey? Buckle your seatbelt and get
ready for an extraordinary journey into higher consciousness through The 4 Keys to Light as
taught by Genii Townsend of Sedona, Arizona. I was initiated into The 4 Keys by Genii eight
years ago at a time when only a select few received these teachings. It's been a nonstop ride
of being connected to Universal guidance that one cannot even imagine. At this time, Genii
has been guided to impart these teachings to those who are ready and willing to make that
next step. I'm certainly glad I did.” Richard LaDuke

”Genii took me through the 4 Keys in 2000 and it certainly changed my life. There was a subtle
shift at first, then as I traveled farther and farther away from the ceremony I began to notice
major shifts that I was able to attribute back to that time. My path became clear, I trusted
myself and my guidance more the Universe stepped in to reward me for being open. Life
always has its ups and downs but after The 4 Keys I could understand the reasons behind
some of the lessons I was getting. That doesn't mean I always liked them, but at least I
could accept them. Before The 4 Keys I feel like I was just wandering around but after the
Keys there was clarity for me. I can definitely say that having Genii take me through The
4 Keys was a turning point in my life. I wish I had met her years ago!”
Kathie Brodie, Consulting Hypnotist

Please preregister for The 4 Keys at http://www.4KeysToLight.com

